Taking Advantage of the Strengths of 2 Different Dietary Assessment Instruments to Improve Intake Estimates for Nutritional Epidemiology
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With the advent of Internet-based 24-hour recall (24HR) instruments, it is now possible to envision their use in cohort studies investigating the relation between nutrition and disease. Understanding that all dietary assessment instruments are subject to measurement errors and correcting for them under the assumption that the 24HR is unbiased for usual intake, here the authors simultaneously address precision, power, and sample size under the following 3 conditions: 1) 1–12 24HRs; 2) a single calibrated food frequency questionnaire (FFQ); and 3) a combination of 24HR and FFQ data. Using data from the Eating at America’s Table Study (1997–1998), the authors found that 4–6 administrations of the 24HR is optimal for most nutrients and food groups and that combined use of multiple 24HR and FFQ data sometimes provides data superior to use of either method alone, especially for foods that are not regularly consumed. For all food groups but the most rarely consumed, use of 2–4 recalls alone, with or without additional FFQ data, was superior to use of FFQ data alone. Thus, if self-administered automated 24HRs are to be used in cohort studies, 4–6 administrations of the 24HR should be considered along with administration of an FFQ.

Abbreviations: EATS, Eating at America’s Table Study; FFQ, food frequency questionnaire; 24HR, 24-hour dietary recall; MPED, My Pyramid Equivalents Database; OPEN, Observing Protein and Energy Nutrition.

One of the greatest challenges for nutritional epidemiologists investigating the relations between dietary intake and disease is obtaining accurate estimates of dietary intakes using available self-report tools. The most practical, affordable, and common dietary assessment instrument used in prospective cohort studies is the food frequency questionnaire (FFQ). Investigators using as reference instruments unbiased recovery biomarkers for protein, potassium, and energy intakes have evaluated measurement error structure in FFQs for those dietary components. These studies have indicated that FFQs may contain substantial measurement error, both random and systematic, leading to serious biases and loss of statistical power and therefore potentially masking some important diet-disease relations (1–4). This concern is especially related to absolute nutrient intakes; energy adjustment appears to correct for some of this measurement error, supporting its continued use in multivariate modeling (2, 4).

Correction for bias in estimated diet-disease relations due to measurement error in FFQs requires calibration substudies, preferably with recovery biomarkers, or alternatively with quantitative dietary assessment reference instruments such as food records or 24-hour dietary recalls (24HRs). Such biomarkers/reference instruments may include error, but the error should be independent of true intake and error in the FFQ (2). The statistical power to detect diet-disease relations, however, is not improved by bias correction and requires an increased sample size (4). Besides, bias correction requires statistical modeling and may strongly depend on modeling assumptions—for example, on how to handle systematic biases in FFQs due to subject characteristics.
For all of these reasons, improving dietary assessment remains a key element in nutritional epidemiology.

Short-term quantitative instruments, such as food records or 24HRS, assess details about a person’s entire dietary intake for single days. Regarding usual intake (i.e., long-term average intake), the construct of interest in chronic disease epidemiology, there is evidence that the detailed information obtained from food records or 24HRS may provide more accurate (less biased) estimates than information from FFQs (4, 5). Although their within-person random error may be relatively large because of high day-to-day variability in intake, it may be reduced by repeated administrations, with the remaining error corrected by statistical modeling. Some research suggests that food records may provide high-quality data without interviewer review when participants are instructed prior to recording their food intake (6, 7). In addition, 2 studies (8, 9) have found statistically significant diet-disease relations with food records but not with FFQs.

However, use of short-term instruments in large cohort studies continues to be limited by the costs and logistics of data collection and is often restricted to providing reference measurements in calibration substudies. More recently, though, new technology-driven tools are being or have been developed that might overcome some of the cost and feasibility issues related to collection of food records or multiple dietary recalls in large-scale studies. Food records are being developed using mobile phone technology to take digital images of foods before, after, or throughout consumption (10–12). Additionally, self-administered 24HRS, such as the Automated Self-Administered 24-Hour Recall, are available for use (13–16) or are under development (17). Such tools eliminate the high labor costs associated with interviewer administration (24HRS) and coding (24HRS, food records).

Even assuming unbiasedness, the number of repeat administrations of 24HRS or food records needed to capture intake of episodically consumed foods or nutrients (i.e., those that are not consumed every day by most people, such as dark green vegetables, fish, beta-carotene, or omega-3 fatty acids) may become impractical because of respondent burden. The FFQ, despite its imprecision and cognitive difficulty, has the strength of querying about long-term intake, thereby aiming to obtain data on usual intake with a single administration.

The purpose of the current analysis was to assess the precision, power, and sample size of 3 alternative design strategies to inform the study design for future dietary cohort studies. The 3 strategies are: 1) 1–12 24HRS; 2) a single calibrated FFQ; and 3) a combination of the 24HR and FFQ. Because unbiased estimation of disease risk is important in nutritional epidemiology, we consider these different design strategies after correction for corresponding measurement error. In this analysis, we assume that the 24HR provides an unbiased estimate of usual intake and contains only random within-person error.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data

We used data from the 1997–1998 Eating at America’s Table Study (EATS) (18), which collected dietary data from a nationally representative sample of US adults. We considered 965 respondents who successfully completed 4 telephone-administered 24HRS over 1 calendar year (1 recall per season) and an FFQ at the end of the year.

The 24HRS were collected using the multiple-pass method developed for the US Department of Agriculture’s 1994–1996 Continuing Survey of Food Intakes by Individuals (19). The 24HR data were coded using the Food Intake Analysis System, version 3.0, which was developed at the University of Texas using US Department of Agriculture data files (data collected through 1997). In addition to nutrients, intakes of food groups were also derived on the basis of the My Pyramid Equivalents Database (MPED) (20), obtained by matching identical or similar US Department of Agriculture food codes in the EATS recall data set to those in MPED.

The FFQ used in EATS was the National Cancer Institute’s Diet History Questionnaire. The methods used to create the nutrient and food group database for the Diet History Questionnaire have been previously described (21).

We analyzed fat, carbohydrate, protein, fiber, vitamin C, and MPED servings of fruit, red meat, fish, dark green vegetables, and whole grains. The MPED values for red meat were constructed by summing the MPED values for “total meat” for all beef, ham, and pork-containing 24HR and FFQ items. The above nutrients and food groups were selected for analysis because they provide consumption patterns ranging from nearly daily by everyone in the population to episodically by most.

Dietary instruments and assumptions

The dietary instruments available are a 24HR (with 1–12 possible repeats), called R, and an FFQ, called Q. We assume that 1) measurement error in both the 24HR and the FFQ is nondifferential with respect to disease and 2) intakes reported on the 24HR are unbiased at the individual level for usual intake of any nutrient or food. The second assumption may not be exactly true, at least not for all foods and nutrients (2), and hence we are in effect defining an individual’s usual intake to be the long-term mean of his or her 24HR reports (see the Discussion). To make our analysis feasible, we consider univariate risk models containing only 1 dietary exposure. Therefore, when dietary intake is adjusted for energy intake, we assume that energy itself is not related to disease.

Risk models

We let Y represent the disease response. If we could observe the true usual intake T, then a standard logistic regression or survival analysis would be performed. For example, in a logistic regression analysis of a binary response Y (disease present or absent), our model is

$$\text{Logit}\left\{\Pr(Y = 1 | T)\right\} = \alpha_0 + \alpha_T T.$$  (1)

A diet-disease association exists if the regression slope $\alpha_T$, which represents the log odds ratio per unit change in intake, is different from zero.
Review of regression calibration

In a statistical analysis of risk, corrections for dietary measurement error typically use regression calibration (22–25). We generically write $C$ as dietary data that are available to help understand the distribution of usual intake from each instrument.

Since true usual intake $T$ cannot be observed exactly, regression calibration simply replaces $T$ in the standard analysis with its best prediction by $C$—that is, its conditional mean given $C$, or, in symbols, $E(T|C)$. How this prediction is done depends on the problem context.

In regression calibration, for relatively rare diseases and for relative risks that are not very large, the relation between disease and exposure $E(T|C)$ is well approximated by a logistic regression model with the same slope as in equation 1.

$$\text{Logit} \{ \Pr(Y = 1|C) \} = \alpha_0 + \alpha_T E(T|C). \quad (2)$$

Important consequences

The most important consequence of equation 2 is that the precision of the estimated regression slope $\alpha_T$ and therefore the statistical power to detect the effect depends not on the dietary data $C$ themselves but on the properties of $E(T|C)$. For example, in a study which uses only an FFQ, the power depends not on the FFQ itself but on the regression of usual intake on the FFQ.

Let $R^2$ denote the squared correlation coefficient for the correlation between true usual intake $T$ and its predictor $E(T|C)$. It is shown in the Appendix that $R^2$ is equal to the ratio of $\text{Var}(E(T|C))$ to $\text{Var}(T)$. There are a few well-known facts about the relation between equations 1 and 2 and its consequences. These are justified in both the article by Carroll et al. (25) and the supplementary material for the article by Kipnis et al. (26) (available under “Paper Information” at http://www.biometrics.tibs.org). Basically, as $R^2$ between $T$ and $E(T|C)$ increases, the better we can estimate the risk parameter $\alpha_T$, the greater the statistical power for testing a diet-disease relation, and the smaller the sample size necessary to detect diet-disease relations.

Energy-adjusted nutrients and foods

We use energy-adjusted usual intakes $T$, defined here as the residual of the regression of usual intake of a nutrient or food on energy. To accomplish this, recently described models (27, 28) are necessary. The models and their use in estimating energy-adjusted usual intakes $T$ are described in Web Appendices 1 and 2 (available on the Journal’s Web site, http://aje.oxfordjournals.org/).

Alternative design strategies

We consider 3 possible design strategies.

- **24HR only**: Here only 24HRs are available in the main study, and $C$ is the collection of these 24HRs.
- **FFQ only**: $C$ refers to the FFQ, the only instrument in the main study.
- **24HR + FFQ**: Here we use 24HRs plus the FFQ, and $C$ refers to the collection of the 24HRs and the FFQ in the main study.

In our calculations, we assume that the calibrated predictor function $E(T|C)$ is known. Except in the case of 1 FFQ only or 1 24HR only, the calibration study size would equal the main study size, and the $E(T|C)$ equation would be estimated so precisely that it would have a minimal impact on the standard errors of risk. Indeed, an extra advantage of having more than 1 instrument in the main study is the “automatic” receipt of a very large calibration study. This should further increase the efficiency of FFQ + 24HRs over FFQ alone, since the FFQ alone will (presumably) be analyzed using a calibration study of smaller size than the one available in the combined instrument design.

To investigate these alternative strategies, we fit the models for each nutrient/food plus energy (27–29). We then estimate energy-adjusted usual intake as described in Web Appendices 1 and 2.

We also are interested in predicting the effect of using more than the four 24HRs employed in EATS, with and without the FFQ, and in comparing multiple 24HRs with or without the FFQ to an FFQ alone. To understand these effects, we simulated data from the models fitted using EATS (see Web Appendices 3 and 4 for how this was done). We found that the results for the simulated data and the actual data, when both were available, were very similar, so we report results for only the former.

For illustrative purposes, we concentrate on the results among women for fat, vitamin C, whole grains, and dark green vegetables, all energy-adjusted; results among men were similar. These foods and nutrients provide a representative view of the results for all examined nutrients and foods (see Web Appendices 5 and 6).

Comparison criteria

We compare the 3 strategies outlined above using 3 measures: 1) $R^2$ between energy-adjusted usual intake and the predictions; 2) the power for detecting a diet-disease relation; and 3) the relative sample size needed to have 90% power to detect a diet-disease relation. (See the Appendix for technical details of calculations.)

RESULTS

Data analysis

For the 2 nutrients and 2 foods selected for presentation, Figure 1 displays the comparison of relative $R^2$ values between $T$ and the 3 design strategies with 1–12 24HRs to the $R^2$ for 12 24HRs plus the FFQ. We then set the statistical power for testing a diet-disease relation to be 90% when using 12 24HRs plus the FFQ (see Appendix for details), and in Figure 2 we compare the statistical power of the design strategies. In Figure 3, we compare the relative sample sizes required to obtain 90% power relative to the strategy of using 12 24HRs plus the FFQ. On the Journal’s Web site, we present the values of $R^2$ in tabular form (Web Appendices 5 and 6).
Inspection of the Web appendices indicates that the $R^2$ values for men and women are generally quite similar, with the biggest difference being observed for red meat, where the $R^2$ values for men and women when using an FFQ only are 0.47 and 0.63, respectively. However, the observed patterns in terms of the comparisons of FFQ only, 24HRs only, or 24HRs + FFQ are similar by sex.

Generally, while the numerical results differ, the patterns of $R^2$ values are similar for total fat, vitamin C, carbohydrates, protein, fiber, total fruit, and whole grains. The patterns for dark green vegetables, red meat, and fish are similar to one another but very different from the others.

There are 2 perspectives to bring to these data. The first is to consider studies that use 24HRs only versus those that use 24HRs + FFQ. The second is to consider studies that use FFQ only versus those that use 24HRs + FFQ. We take each perspective in turn.

**Marginal gain of adding FFQ to 24HRs**

The first perspective is to ask whether supplementation of the 24HRs with the FFQ is useful. For total fat, vitamin C, carbohydrates, protein, fiber, total fruit, and whole grains, there are clear gains when two 24HRs are supplemented with the FFQ. For example, for total fat, the $R^2$ changes from 0.419 to 0.590, the power from 0.63 to 0.78, and the relative required sample size (i.e., the size required with 24HRs relative to that required with 24HR and FFQ) from 199% to 142%. With four 24HRs, combination with the FFQ produces some gains, with the $R^2$ changing from 0.59 to 0.68, the power from 0.78 to 0.83, and the relative required sample size from 142% to 122%.

However, for dark green vegetables, red meat, and fish, supplementation of 24HRs with the FFQ is vital. For example, for dark green vegetables, even with six 24HRs, supplementation with the FFQ produces strong gains in $R^2$, power, and sample size.

**Marginal gain of adding 24HRs to FFQ**

For the second perspective, consider the comparison of the FFQ only with supplementation of the FFQ with 24HRs, and consider total fat, vitamin C, carbohydrates, protein, fiber, total fruit, and whole grains. It is clear from Figures 1–3 and Web Appendix 5 that supplementation with even two 24HRs is useful, with four 24HRs achieving most of the

---

*Figure 1. Ratio of $R^2$ to the use of the calibrated combination of 12 24-hour dietary recalls (24HRs) plus a food frequency questionnaire (FFQ), Eating at America’s Table Study, 1997–1998. The solid line shows results for calibrated 24HR(s) only. The dashed line shows results for a calibrated combination of 24HR(s) + FFQ. The dotted line shows results for the calibrated FFQ only. A) Energy-adjusted total fat intake; B) energy-adjusted vitamin C intake; C) energy-adjusted intake of whole grains; D) energy-adjusted intake of dark green vegetables. See Web Appendix 7 for plots for the other dietary components.*

---

possible gains. Consider total fat as a representative example. The $R^2$ values for FFQ only and FFQ plus two, four, and six 24HRs are 0.42, 0.59, 0.68, and 0.74, respectively. The power comparisons are 0.63, 0.78, 0.83, and 0.86, respectively. The relative required sample sizes (i.e., the size required for the FFQ relative to that required with 12 24HRs and the FFQ) are 201%, 142%, 122%, and 117%, respectively. Thus, for the foods and nutrients listed above, supplementation of the FFQ with two 24HRs is useful, and supplementation with four 24HRs achieves most of the possible gains.

However, for other food groups (i.e., dark green vegetables, red meat, and fish), we get quite different answers. For example, for dark green vegetables, compare the FFQ alone with the FFQ combined with six 24HRs. The $R^2$ values are 0.56 and 0.66, the powers are 0.81 and 0.87, and the relative required sample sizes are 129% and 109%, respectively. Thus, for this episodically consumed food (and for red meat and fish), there is not much gain from supplementation with 24HRs.

Web Appendices 5–7 contain additional information—for example, for a given set of 24HRs, the gain in adding an FFQ or additional 24HR.

### DISCUSSION

Our statistical model assumes that the 24HR gives an unbiased assessment of an individual’s usual intake and that its errors are independent of the FFQ; without such assumptions, it is impossible to model the usual intakes that are central to our analysis. Data from the National Cancer Institute’s Observing Protein and Energy Nutrition (OPEN) Study, which has reference biomarkers for protein, potassium, and energy intakes, showed that such assumptions are untrue for these nutrients (4, 5). However, the 24HR was substantially less biased than the FFQ and is used regularly in dietary surveillance (26). We also note that should the 24HR involve some bias for assessing certain dietary intakes, regression calibration would produce biased estimates of the risk parameter of interest. In univariate disease models, the bias would be multiplicative and therefore would not change the relative comparisons of the variability of the estimated risk parameters. However, the statistical powers and sample sizes necessary under different strategies would change. We estimated this change for energy-adjusted protein and potassium intakes in the OPEN Study for men and women separately. We applied regression calibration adjustment as described above and...
then estimated the $R^2$ ratios in 2 ways: first, assuming that the 24HR is unbiased, and second, using the unbiased biomarkers. The results are displayed in Web Appendix 8. The $R^2$ ratios are almost exactly the same for all nutrients but protein for men, indicating that although a biased 24HR may lead to biased estimates of relative risk, nevertheless the relative powers/sample sizes displayed in our tables are robust to possible biases in the 24HR.

While the relative comparison of variability, statistical powers, and necessary sample sizes seems robust to our modeling assumptions, this does not mean that regression calibration using a 24HR resolves the measurement error issue. While use of the 24HR is a step in the right direction and our results indicate how many such 24HRs are needed, it remains an interim approach until bona fide biomarkers become available for additional dietary components.

These findings provide insights for designing studies that include a measure of dietary intake, where the goal is to obtain the best possible estimate considering participant burden and cost. Recalls can now be inexpensively self-administered electronically, but how many we can reasonably expect participants to complete and with what level of quality remains uncertain. One study of volunteers showed a willingness to complete 8 or more nonconsecutive automated recalls, with a general but inconsistent decline in mean energy estimates with successive recalls (16). This decline in energy reporting has also been found using multiple consecutive days of food records (30, 31). To date, the Automated Self-Administered 24-Hour Recall is being used in more than 40 studies in multiple populations; results and experiences from these studies should elucidate issues of data quality, drop-off, and utility. Further studies are planned to compare the Automated Self-Administered 24-Hour Recall with interviewer-administered recalls and to validate the Automated Self-Administered 24-Hour Recall in a controlled feeding study and against recovery biomarkers. Finally, although electronic instruments are widely available, some burden exists for researchers who must set up their studies and contact, monitor, and support participants across assessments.

Our findings further illustrate previous findings (1–4) indicating that FFQs alone contain substantial measurement error which might hamper the ability to detect diet-disease

Figure 3. The relative sample size necessary to achieve 90% power compared with the sample size necessary to achieve 90% power using the calibrated combination of 12 24-hour dietary recalls (24HRs) plus a food frequency questionnaire (FFQ), Eating at America’s Table Study, 1997–1998. The solid line shows results for calibrated 24HR(s) only. The dashed line shows results for a calibrated combination of 24HR(s) + FFQ. The dotted line shows results for the calibrated FFQ only. The vertical axis shows the relative sample size as a percentage; for example, a value of 200 means that the relative sample size is 200% of that required when using 12 24HRs plus an FFQ. A) Energy-adjusted total fat intake; B) energy-adjusted vitamin C intake; C) energy-adjusted intake of whole grains; D) energy-adjusted intake of dark green vegetables. See Web Appendix 7 for plots for the other dietary components.
associations. However, these findings also show that FFQs contribute important information in combination with 24HR data, especially for episodically consumed foods or nutrients. The critical question, however, is whether researchers can expect participants to complete an FFQ and 4–6 recalls. Is there a point at which the gain in accuracy is offset by the loss of participants due to excess burden? These are questions to be answered by the future studies of new dietary assessment technologies such as those previously mentioned. Such information will further assist in forming recommendations for measuring dietary intakes in future research.

Our findings may aid investigators in refining estimates of how many recalls to administer or whether or not to include an FFQ. For nutrients and foods consumed nearly daily by most people, such as fats or carbohydrates, one could argue that adding an FFQ to two 24HRs is worth the burden, but not for 4–6 24HRs, given the relatively small improvement expected. However, for an episodically consumed nutrient or food group like dark green vegetables, an FFQ alone is better than up to nine 24HRs, so there may be no need to administer any recalls. For cohort studies, however, investigators almost never limit the scope to selected foods or nutrients, suggesting the need to include both 24HRs and FFQs.

We have not addressed whether food records might substitute for recalls as the primary diet assessment instrument in large studies. Although records are known to be problematic in terms of reactivity, theoretically they do not suffer from the memory limitations of 24HRs (if completed throughout the reporting day as opposed to the end of a reporting day). The high costs of administering and coding food records pose a barrier to their use in large studies. However, investigators in 2 different cohort studies have successfully collected baseline food records, later selectively coding and analyzing them within a nested case-control design (8, 9). Both found statistically significant diet-disease relations with food records but not with an FFQ. While we have analyzed multiple 24HRs here, our statistical methods could be, and should be, applied to multiple food records. In addition, newer food record tools that include digital photography may greatly improve portion-size estimates and may better facilitate real-time recording. It remains unclear how the strengths, limitations, and biases of each of these tools will affect the bottom line in determining what is optimal in terms of quality, expense, practicality, and burden.
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APPENDIX

Relation of $R^2$ and variability of the estimated risk parameter

We have $T = E(T|C) + \varepsilon$, $\text{Cov}\{E(T|C), \varepsilon\} = 0$. Thus, $\text{Cov}\{T, E(T|C)\} = \text{Var}\{E(T|C)\}$ and

$$ R^2 = \frac{\text{Var}\{E(T|C)\}}{\text{Var}(T)} $$

Let $\sigma^2_{RC}(C)$ be the variance of $E(T|C)$. Let $\pi_1 = \Pr(D = 1)$. Based on a sample of size $n$, the supplementary material to the article by Kipnis et al. (26) shows that if $c = (\pi_1(1 - \pi_1))^{-1}$, then $\alpha R$ is approximately normally distributed with mean $\alpha R$ and $\text{Var}(\alpha R) = c\{n\sigma^2_{RC}(C)\}^{-1}$. Thus,

$$ R^2 = \frac{c}{n \times \text{Var}(T)} \times \{\text{Var}(\alpha R)\}^{-1}. $$

Power comparisons

The power of the test with Type I error 5% for testing whether $\alpha R = 0$ is given as

$$ \text{Power}(C, \alpha R n^{1/2}/c^{1/2}) = 1 - \Phi\{1.96 - \alpha R n^{1/2}\sigma_{RC}(C)/c^{1/2}\} $$

$$ + \Phi\{-1.96 - \alpha R n^{1/2}\sigma_{RC}(C)/c^{1/2}\}. $$

(3)

To understand the effect on power of using the FFQ, multiple 24HRs, or both, we first take a reference design, namely 12 24HRs plus the FFQ, which we call $C_{ref}$. Notice that in equation 3, the power depends only on $\beta = \alpha R n^{1/2}/c^{1/2}$ and on $\sigma^2_{RC}(C)$, the latter of which is determined by the design. In the reference design, we set $\beta_{ref}$ so that we achieve 90% power, i.e., solved $0.90 = \text{Power}(C_{ref}, \beta_{ref})$. Then, the power for any other combination $C$ of FFQ and multiple 24HRs is $\text{Power}(C, \beta_{ref})$.

Sample size comparisons

We can also use equation 3 to compare the relative sample size needed to obtain a fixed power, say 90%. For any combination of FFQ and multiple 24HRs, find $\beta$ so that $0.90 = \text{Power}(C, \beta)$. Then, the percentage increase or decrease for using this combination compared with the reference combination is simply

$$ \text{Sample Size Relative Change} = 100\{(\beta/\beta_{ref})^2 - 1\}%. $$

(4)